INTRODUCTION

Machining
science, like many other technological fields, enjoyed tremendous gains in the 20 th century. It was transformed from predominantly an empirical, trial and error discipline into one that now implements deterministic models for nearly every aspect of machining processes. Discrete part product by machining is an important manufacturing application.
Limitations include part loading/unloading from the machine, fixturing, tool wear and required tool changes, tool and part vibration including chatter and surface location errors. In this work, the limitation to machining productivity imposed by tool wear is addressed using Bayesian inference techniques. A new approach that establishes an estimate of the remaining useful life for a selected tool based on limited experiments is described.
Taylor first defined an empirical relationship between tool life and cutting speed using a power law [1] :
where V is the cutting speed in m/min, T is the tool life in minutes, and n and C are constants which depend on the tool-workpiece combination. The constant C is defined as the cutting speed required to obtain a tool life of 1 minute. Tool life is typically defined as the time required to reach a predetermined flank wear width (FWW), although other wear features (such as crater depth) may also be applied depending on the nature of the tool wear.
BAYESIAN INFERENCE
Bayesian inference models form a normative and rational method for updating beliefs when new information is available. A Bayesian model treats an uncertain variable as a random variable and assigns a probability distribution. For this study, n and C are uncertain, which leads to uncertainty in the predicted tool life.
Let the prior distribution about an uncertain event, A, at a state of information, &, be {A|&}, the likelihood of obtaining an experimental result B given that event A occurred be {B|A,&}, and the probability of receiving experimental result B (without knowing A has occurred) be {B|&}. Bayes' rule determines the posterior belief about event A after observing the experiment result, {A|B,&} as show in Eq. 2.
The product of the prior and likelihood function is used to calculate the posterior distribution. In case of multiple measurements, the posterior distribution after the first measurement, or update, becomes the prior for the second, and so on.
BAYESIAN INFERENCE USING THE RANDOM WALK METHOD
Bayesian inference provides a rigorous mathematical framework for belief updating about an unknown variable when new information becomes available. In this study, tool life, which was defined as the time required for the tool to reach maximum FWW of 0.3 mm, was examined. The FWW was assumed to increase linearly with time until the end of tool life. In the Taylor tool life model (Eq. 1), there is uncertainty in the values of the exponent, n, and the constant, C. Subsequently, there is uncertainty in the tool life, T. The FWW growth curve can be predicted by generating N sample FWW growth curves, or sample paths, each representing the true FWW growth curve with an equal probability of 1/N. The sample paths generated in this way were used as the prior for Bayesian inference. The prior probability of the sample paths were updated by applying Bayes' rule to experimental FWW measurements. For each sample path, Bayes' rule can be written as the following product:
where P(path = true FWW growth curve) is the prior probability that a given path is the true FWW growth curve. As noted, the probability is assumed to be 1/N before any FWW measurement is completed since each path is considered equally likely to be the true FWW growth curve. Also, P(test result|path = true FWW growth curve) is referred to as the likelihood and (path = true FWW growth curve|test result) is the posterior probability of the sample FWW growth curve given the test result. The denominator P(test result)is a normalizing constant. The test result denotes a FWW measurement.
The prior distribution of n and C was based on a literature review. The tool life distribution at any selected spindle speed was obtained by sampling from the prior joint distribution of n and C and calculating the tool life value for each {n,C} pair. The prior distribution of T can be based on past experience or theoretical considerations as well.
As noted, the FWW was assumed to increase linearly with time until the end of tool life. The linear FWW growth was generated for all the tool life values calculated at the selected spindle speed. These growth profiles were the prior random sample paths used for Bayesian inference. Figure 1 shows the prior cumulative distribution function (cdf) of FWW as a function of machining time at 1500 rpm. The prior distributions of n and C were uniform distributions with minimum values of 0.3 and 400, respectively, and maximum values of 0.35 and 700, respectively [2] . A uniform distribution implies that it is equally likely for the true n and C value to be anywhere in the selected range.
The probability of sample FWW growth curves was updated using FWW measurement and Bayes' rule. Tests were performed using uncoated and coated carbide inserts and 1018 steel workpiece material. The FWW was measured at regular intervals using a portable digital microscope. The likelihood function incorporated the uncertainty in the assumed linear FWW growth model. A non-normalized Gaussian distribution was used in his study. The likelihood function can be interpreted as assigning weights from 0 to 1 to the sample curves; 0 implying not likely at all and 1 implying most likely. The posterior probability is the product of the prior and the likelihood and normalized so that the sum is equal to unity. From the updated probabilities of the sample FWW growth curves, the remaining useful tool life before the FWW reaches 0.3 mm was determined. Each FWW measurement updates the remaining tool life estimates. Results show that the assumed linear model approximates the growth in FWW well for uncoated carbide inserts, but not for coated inserts. A second order FWW growth model works well in both cases. 
